MARYLAND STATE BOARD OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANCY

12 05 33785  MAHER DUESSEL  6317 05-13-2021
MESSAGE(S):

!!!!SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR CPA FIRM PERMIT HOLDERS!!!!!
!! YOU MAY NEED TO HAVE A PEER REVIEW COMPLETED BEFORE YOUR NEXT RENEWAL !!

ATTENTION!! THE BOARD NO LONGER PRINTS AND MAILS OUT PERMITS ATTENTION!!
THE RESPONSIBLE LICENSE WILL RECEIVE AN EMAIL WITH INSTRUCTIONS TO PRINT
YOUR FIRM'S PERMIT 1 BUS DAY AFTER APPLYING FOR LICENSE FOR PORTAL ACCESS.

GOTO WWW.LABOR.MARYLAND.GOV/LICENSE/CPA. CLICK ON "PEER REVIEW". YOU
WILL FIND USEFUL INFO ABOUT THE PEER REVIEW PROCESS, THE LIST OF APPROVED
PEER REVIEW PROGRAMS AVAILABLE TO YOU & TIPS ON SCHEDULING A PEER REVIEW.

USE OUR WEBSITE FOR FAST SERVICE. CHANGE YOUR MAIL AND E-MAIL ADDRESSES;
REQUEST LICENSE/EXAM VERIFICATION ONLINE! CHANGE FROM ACTIVE TO INACTIVE
STATUS! YOU DON'T HAVE TO CALL OR E-MAIL THE BOARD TO DO THESE SERVICES.
YOU CAN DO IT YOURSELF.

MARYLAND STATE BOARD OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANCY
CERTIFIES THAT:
MAHER DUESSEL

IS AN AUTHORIZED: 05 - CPA CORPORATION

LICENSE * REGISTRATION * CERTIFICATION * PERMIT
STATE OF MARYLAND
MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

LIC/REG/CERT  EXPIRATION  EFFECTIVE  CONTROL NO
33785       06-30-2023  N/A  5688222

Signature of Bearer
WHERE REQUIRED BY LAW THIS MUST BE CONSPICUOUSLY DISPLAYED IN OFFICE TO WHICH IT APPLIES
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